[Macro surgery: a merge of minimal invasive surgery, membrane anatomy, and industry].
Minimal invasive surgery (MIS), which is presented by laparoscopy, has developed for more than a quarter of century. More and more surgical operations can be finished by laparoscopy, not only for cholecystectomy, but also for some complex operations, even radical operation for gastrointestinal cancer, such as radical rectectomy, D3 colectomy, D2 gastrectomy. These operations have small incisions only, but with extensive injury and bleeding in the abdomen. Meanwhile, total mesorectal excision (TME) for rectal cancer and complete mesocolic excision (CME) for colon cancer have been proposed by surgeons in the field of open surgery. During those procedures, they suggested that it is very important to find out a "space", then expand it to a "holly plane", to achieve resection en bloc and less bleeding, namely "plane surgery". In fact, the "plane" is consisted of two membranes under laparoscopy, that is the membranes (fascia or serous) which come from the mesentery in broad sense(or tissue bloc) and its bed. Understanding of the membrane anatomy we proposed, which includes the mesentery in broad sense(or tissue bloc) and the mesentery bed, will help the surgeons identify the correct anatomy or plane intentionally or accurately, and perform operations more easily, more precisely with less bleeding, more radically and less side injury. However, It is not easy to identify the membrane anatomy by naked eyes or traditional laparoscopy. It is not only dependent on the development of knowledge of membrane anatomy, but also the instruments developed by industry. Now, it seems to become possible when industry of optic or glass developed some instruments, such as 3D laparoscopy, binocular loupe, which have the proper magnifying power and high density resolution, and can identify the membrane anatomy at macro level (not micro level). Wearing these instruments, based on the membrane anatomy(macro anatomy), the classical operations, which include traditional laparoscopy or open operation, progress from gross surgery to macro surgery. Macro surgery is more precise procedure and between the gross and micro surgery. The merge from clinical practice, basic science and industry results in macro surgery which will lead to a new surgery level.